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information should address one or more
of the following four points;

(1) Evaluate whether the proposed
collection of information is necessary
for the proper performance of the
functions of the agency, including
whether the information will have
practical utility;

(2) Evaluate the accuracy of the
agencies estimate of the burden of the
proposed collection of information,
including the validity of the
methodology and assumptions used;

(3) Enhance the quality, utility, and
clarity of the information to be
collected; and

(4) Minimize the burden of the
collection of information on those who
are to respond, including through the
use of appropriate automated, electronic
mechanical, or other technological
collection techniques or other forms of
information technology, e.g., permitting
electronic submissions of responses.

Overview of This Information
Collection

(1) Type of Information Collection:
Reinstatement with changes of a
previously approved collection for
which approval has expired.

(2) Title of the Form/Collection: The
National Survey of Inmates in Local
Jails.

(3) Agency form number, if any, and
the applicable component of the
Department of Justice sponsoring the
collection: Forms: SIJ–43(X) CAPI
instrument; and SIJ–50(X) Sampling
Questionnaire. Corrections Statistics,
Bureau of Justice Statistics, Office of
Justice Programs, United States
Department of Justice.

(4) Affected public who will be asked
or required to respond, as well as a brief
abstract: Individuals and households.
Others: State and local governments.
The national survey will include an
estimated 7,500 personal interviews
with inmates held in local facilities. The
national survey will include a CAPI
questionnaire, automated data control
systems, and sample selection
instruments. This is a national survey
that will profile jail inmates nationwide
to determinate trends in inmate
composition, criminal history, drug
abuse, mental and medical status, gun
use and crime, and to report on victims
of crime. This national survey will
allow us to identify problems and to
make improvements prior to the
national survey to ensure an accurate
data set. The data from the national
survey will be used by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics in published reports
and the U.S. Congress, Executive Office
of the President, practitioners,
researchers, students, the media, and

others interested in criminal justice
statistics. No other collection series
provides these data.

(5) An estimate of the total number of
respondents and the amount of time
estimated for an average respondent to
respond. An estimated 8,420
respondents—7,500, taking an average
1.0 hours to respond; 460 at 1⁄4 an hour;
and 460 at 1⁄4 an hour to respond.

(6) An estimate of the total public
burden (in hours) associated with the
collection: There are 7,730 burden hours
associated with this information
collection.

If you have additional comments,
suggestions, or need a copy of the
proposed information collection
instrument with instruction, or
additional information, please contact
Mrs. Brenda E. Dyer, Deputy Clearance
Officer, United States Department of
Justice, Information Management and
Security Staff, Justice Management
Division, Suite 1600, Patrick Henry
Building, 601 D Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20530.

Dated: July 26, 2001.

Brenda E. Dyer,
Department Deputy Clearance Officer,
Department of Justice.
[FR Doc. 01–19070 Filed 7–30–01; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 4410–18–M

FEDERAL MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH
REVIEW COMMISSION

Cancellation of Sunshine Act Meeting

July 25, 2001.

TIME AND DATE: 10:30 a.m., Thursday,
July 26, 2001.

PLACE: Room 6005, 6th Floor, 1730 K
Street, NW., Washington, DC.

STATUS: Open.

CHANGES IN THE MEETING: The
Commission meeting to consider the act
upon Georges Colliers, Inc., Docket Nos.
CENT 2000–65, etc., has been canceled.
No earlier announcement of the
cancellation was possible.

CONTACT PERSON FOR MORE INFO: Jean
Ellen (202) 653–5629/(202) 708–9300
for TDD Relay/1–800–877–8339 for toll
free.

Jean H. Ellen,
Chief Docket Clerk.
[FR Doc. 01–19142 Filed 7–27–01; 11:59 am]

BILLING CODE 6735–07–M

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

[Docket No. 50–309]

Maine Yankee Atomic Power
Company; Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Station; Exemption

1.0 Background

Maine Yankee Atomic Power
Company (MYAPC or the licensee) is
the holder of Facility Operating License
No. DPR–36, which authorizes
possession of Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Station (MYAPS). The license
provides, among other things, that the
facility is subject to all rules,
regulations, and orders of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC
or the Commission) now or hereafter in
effect. The facility is a pressurized-water
reactor (PWR) located on the licensee’s
site in Lincoln County, Maine.

On August 7, 1997, the licensee
submitted written certifications to the
Commission that it had decided to
permanently cease operations at
MYAPS and that all fuel had been
permanently removed from the reactor.
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2),
‘‘Termination of license,’’ upon
docketing of the certifications contained
in the letter of August 7, 1997, the
facility operating license no longer
authorizes MYAPC to operate the
reactor or to place fuel in the reactor
vessel. The MYAPS spent nuclear fuel
is currently being stored in the spent
fuel pool, which is protected by a
physical protection system meeting the
requirements of 10 CFR 73.55,
‘‘Requirements for physical protection
of licensed activities in nuclear power
reactors against radiological sabotage,’’
with exemptions as previously issued
by the NRC. To complete the plant site
decommissioning process, the spent fuel
will be removed from the spent fuel
pool and transferred to an onsite
independent spent fuel storage
installation (ISFSI) for interim storage.

Pursuant to 10 CFR part 72,
‘‘Licensing Requirements for the
Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear
Fuel and High-Level Radioactive
Waste,’’ an ISFSI may be licensed either
under a general or a specific license.
Under a general license, a licensee can
construct and operate an ISFSI in
accordance with the requirements of 10
CFR 72.212, ‘‘Conditions of general
license issued under § 72.210[,‘‘General
license issued’’],’’ without staff
approval. Pursuant to 10 CFR
72.212(b)(5), a licensee must protect the
spent fuel at the ISFSI against the design
basis threat (DBT) of radiological
sabotage in accordance with the same
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provisions and requirements as are set
forth in the licensee’s 10 CFR 73.55
physical security plan, with additional
conditions and exceptions.

Alternatively, an ISFSI can be
constructed under a 10 CFR part 72-
specific license, which requires a
licensee to develop a detailed security
plan in accordance with 10 CFR 73.51,
‘‘Requirements for the physical
protection of stored spent nuclear fuel
and high-level radioactive waste.’’ The
design objective of 10 CFR 73.51 is to
protect against a loss of control of the
facility that could be sufficient to cause
radiation exposure exceeding the dose
as described in 10 CFR 72.106,
‘‘Controlled area of an ISFSI or MRS
[monitored retrievable storage].’’

In an August 21, 2000, Federal
Register notice (FRN) (65 FR 50606), the
Commission clarified portions of 10
CFR Part 72, stating that the
requirements of 10 CFR 72.106 apply to
ISFSIs with either general or specific
licenses. The offsite dose limits of 10
CFR 72.106 are defined such that any
individual on or beyond the nearest
boundary of the controlled area may not
receive from any design basis accident
the more limiting of a total effective
dose equivalent of 0.05 Sv (5 rem) or the
sum of the deep-dose equivalent and the
committed dose equivalent to any
individual organ or tissue of 0.5 Sv (50
rem).

2.0 Request
Pursuant to 10 CFR 72.212(b)(5),

licensees who store their spent fuel
under the provisions of 10 CFR part 72,
Subpart K, ‘‘General License for Storage
of Spent Fuel at Power Reactor Sites,’’
as MYAPC proposes to do, are required
to ‘‘Protect the spent fuel against the
design basis threat of radiological
sabotage in accordance with the same
provisions and requirements as are set
forth * * *’’ in 10 CFR 73.55.

By letter dated January 4, 2001, as
supplemented by letters dated March 12
and April 4, 2001, the licensee
requested an exemption from the
requirements of 10 CFR 72.212(b)(5) to
‘‘Protect the spent fuel [in the MYAPS
ISFSI currently under construction]
against the design basis threat of
radiological sabotage, in accordance
with the same provisions and
requirements as are set forth * * *’’ in
10 CFR 73.55. MYAPC proposed
alternative approaches to meet the
provisions of portions of 10 CFR
73.55(b) through (h) related to the
security organization, physical barriers,
access requirements, detection aids,
communications, and response
requirements. By this same
correspondence, the licensee also

requested a license amendment that
would revise its license to reference the
revisions of the Physical Security Plan,
Guard Training and Qualification Plan,
and Safeguards Contingency Plan,
provided in its supplemental letter
dated March 12, 2001, and made
available a copy of the MYAPC plans to
assist the staff in its review of the
exemption and amendment requests.

3.0 Discussion
Pursuant to 10 CFR 72.7, ‘‘Specific

exemptions,’’ and 10 CFR 73.5,
‘‘Specific exemptions,’’ the Commission
may, upon application by any interested
person or upon its own initiative, grant
exemptions from the requirements of
the regulations that it determines are
authorized by law and will not endanger
life or property or the common defense
and security and are otherwise in the
public interest. Pursuant to 10 CFR
73.55(a), the Commission may authorize
a licensee to provide measures for
protection against radiological sabotage
other than those specified in the
regulations if the licensee demonstrates
that the measures have the same high
assurance objective as specified in 10
CFR 73.55(a) and that the overall level
of system performance provides
protection against radiological sabotage
equivalent to that which could be
provided by paragraphs (b) through (h)
of 10 CFR 73.55.

In its submittal, MYAPC requested an
exemption from the provisions of 10
CFR 72.212(b)(5) for protecting the
spent fuel against the DBT of
radiological sabotage. The staff
concluded that MYAPC has not justified
an exemption from the requirements of
10 CFR 72.212(b)(5), that licensees with
general licenses protect the spent fuel
against the DBT of radiological sabotage.
The staff has reviewed the proposed
MYAPC ISFSI and Fuel in Transit (FIT)
Physical Protection Programs against the
requirements of each section of 10 CFR
73.55 that 10 CFR 72.212(b)(5)
references to determine whether the
alternative measures that MYAPC
proposed should be authorized pursuant
to 10 CFR 73.55(a), or whether specific
exemptions should be granted from the
requirements of these regulations. As
part of its review, the staff evaluated the
offsite dose that would result from
unimpeded access by the DBT of
radiological sabotage without protracted
loss of control of the facility. On the
basis of MYAPC’s plan in the ISFSI
Physical Protection Program to maintain
the boundary of its controlled area at a
minimum of 300 meters from the dry
cask storage installation and provisions
in the ISFSI Physical Protection
Program that provide the capability to

summon off-site local law-enforcement
agency response forces to preclude a
protracted loss of control of the facility,
the staff concluded that the DBT of
radiological sabotage would result in an
offsite dose well below the 10 CFR
72.106(b) limits. The staff therefore
concluded that the alternative measures
proposed by MYAPC are authorized
pursuant to 10 CFR 73.55(a), with one
exception. With regard to the
requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(5), the
staff concluded that the measures
proposed by MYAPC did not meet the
criteria of 10 CFR 73.55(a) to be
authorized as alternative measures.
However, the staff concluded that
pursuant to 10 CFR 72.7 and 10 CFR
73.5, the proposed alternatives to the
requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(5) that
MYAPC requested could be granted as
an exemption. A detailed discussion of
the staff’s evaluation is contained in the
safety evaluation supporting these
findings dated July 25, 2001.

4.0 Conclusion

Accordingly, the Commission has
determined that, pursuant to 10 CFR
72.7 and 10 CFR 73.5, exemption from
the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(5)
related to access requirements is
authorized by law, will not endanger
life or property or the common defense
and security, and are otherwise in the
public interest.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.32, ‘‘Finding of
no significant impact,’’ the Commission
has previously determined that the
granting of this exemption will not have
a significant effect on the quality of the
human environment (66 FR 31699,
dated June 12, 2001).

This exemption is effective upon
issuance.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 25th day
of July 2001.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
John A. Zwolinski,
Director, Division of Licensing Project
Management, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation.
[FR Doc. 01–19024 Filed 7–30–01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7590–01–P
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